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Abstract
At present, embedded system development establishes embedded component model
(ECM) with informal and unstructured methods, and the dependencies among
components are implicit and lack rigorous semantic. This paper presents a formal model
for specification, verification, and composition of embedded system. In this paper, we
provide a rigorous and compact description of the modeling elements of ECM and define
component combination operations based on formal semantics which is feasible and
effective both theoretically and practically. The corresponding techniques such as
component property, connection constraints and ECM hierarchy are also discussed in
this paper. Based on this model, DTSED component production toolkit is developed as the
support platform for the ECM. Finally, a case study is introduced to explain how the
above ECM can be used.
Keywords: Embedded System, Embedded Component Model, Component Combination,
Formal Semantic

1. Introduction
The increased complexity of embedded systems leads to increasing demands with
respect to requirements engineering, high-level design, early error detection,
productivity, integration, verification and maintenance. This calls for models, and
toolkit which permit a controlled and structured working procedure during the
complete life cycle of the system. Component-based Software Engineering (CBSE)
is a promising approach to improve quality, achieve shorter time to market and to
manage the increasing complexity of software [1, 2]. When applying component based software engineering (CBSE) methodology on the development of embedded
systems, an important factor is reusability of components [3-5]. Currently, people
have made research results component model in various aspects, including PBO
(Port Based Object)[6], PECOS (Pervasive Component Systems)[7], Koala[8],
Rubus[1] and so on. However, most of these studies used unstructured manner for
analysis and modeling components from the perspective of software components[9],
making them difficult to accurately express the component model for embedde d
systems[10, 11]. Therefore, research on semantics reasoning for the component
model, which can establish a foundation to capture the essential properties and
mimics the operation of the component to analyze, validate, and simulate
component-based embedded systems that is both necessary and beneficial. While
formal semantics of components can help rigorous reasoning and validation of target
system, it can also ensure correctness of system composition [12].
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Due to their nonlinear, multivariate and strong coupling (between the radial suspension
forces) features, independent and accurate control for the suspension forces must be
realized to enable a basic, stable working condition of a bearing less motor. The
sliding mode variable structure control method possesses unique advantages in
solving multivariable and nonlinear-coupled problems; hence, this paper applies it
to the control of bearing less permanent magnet synchronous motors. Further,
nonlinear differential geometry was employed to carry out the decoupling control
and linearization of the radial suspension forces. Thus, the original multivariable
system was transformed into a non-coupled, pseudo-linear subsystem with two
independent radial positions, and then a sliding mode controller with fractional
order was designed for the decoupled pseudo-linear subsystem using a neural
network. From the simulation results, the feasibility of this kind of decoupling
control method was validated, and the control quality and robustness of the system
was verified. This paper presents a formal embedded component model to facilitate
embedded systems development, which we called ECM (Embedded Component
Model). On the basis of the existing component model, this paper shows the
conceptions of embedded component model (ECM) elements and presents the
corresponding formal semantics. In addition, connectors, component property,
connection constraints and other issues are also discussed. Component combination
operations are defined as arithmetic between components that ensure the
components in different levels of abstraction and a clear and strict definition of their
relationship. Then the corresponding techniques such as component property,
connection constraints and ECM hierarchy are also discussed. Next, a formal
algebraic model of ECM is proposed which can provide theoretical support for the
design and implementation of embedded systems.
The ultimate goal of ECM is to guide the development of embedded systems, which
requires a good support platform that can be used to achieve component production, reuse
and management. This paper develops DTSED component production toolkit as a support
platform for the embedded component model that supports the implementation,
validation, assembly, execution and management of components, which can help
understand, track and reuse the ECM.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the formal notation
and the actual formalization of the constituent elements of ECM and defines some
component operations by using domain theory. Section 3 shows the hierarchy of ECM.
The supported platform for ECM and a case study of ECM are carried out in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 provides concluding remarks and directions to future work.

2. The Embedded Component Model
The ECM is the abstract description of the essential characteristics of components and
component relationships, which concerns the interfaces of component and packages the
implementation details of component. ECM is the basis and guarantee of component
composition, and provides a consistency description of component that can be accepted
by different components producers and users. ECM provides a rigorous and compact
description of the modeling elements and de-fines component combination operations as
arithmetic between components. ECM proposed in this paper includes component,
connector and interface, component property and other elements. The following will
describe details of various component elements.
2.1. Components
In ECM, a component is a software entity with relatively independent functions,
contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies that can be
independently deployed and composed without modification according to a composition
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standard. A component definition describes the provided and required interfaces, the
internal structure and the properties of the component, and is the unit of reuse. Formal
semantics of components are foundations for rigorous analyzing and reasoning about the
composition process and its correctness.
In ECM, a component is a software entity with relatively independent functions,
contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies that can be
independently deployed and composed without modification according to a composition
standard. A component definition describes the provided and required interfaces, the
internal structure and the properties of the component, and is the unit of reuse. Formal
semantics of components are foundations for rigorous analyzing and reasoning about the
composition process and its correctness.
Define 1(Component, abbreviation C).A component X is defined as a 4tuple
,where,
 : a set of provided interfaces that constitute the component X.
 : a set of required interfaces that constitute the component X.
. Define all
external interfaces set as
.

: the internal structure of component X, the internal structure is not visible
outside.
is defined as a 2-tuple
,where is the set of subcomponents that
constitute the component X, and
is the set of connectors that constitute the component X.
 :a set of property of the component X, called property bundles of X(e.g., component id,
component name).
As in Koala, an interface provides access to the functionality of a component, or it
specifies the use of (external) functionality of a component. For a component, the provide
interface is essential and the require interface is not, because some components do not
need any service provided by any external components, therefore I RX (the set of require
interfaces) of those components is empty.
As already mentioned earlier, ECM components explicitly declare the require
interfaces and provide interfaces. An interface is a small set of semantically related
elements referred to as services, which can be functions, parameters or constants,
collectively. An interface definition describes the semantics of these elements, and is the
unit of specification.
Define 2 (Interface).An
interface
is
defined
as
a
3tuple
, where ,

: the name of a interface.

: the interface type ,which is provide or require.

: a set of semantically related services of the interface, which can be
functions, parameters or constants.
In ECM, a connector defines the connectivity between two or more components
through the interfaces of these components. Connectors are mainly used to implement
static binding, compile-binding and run-time binding. Connector type itself is scalable,
according to the different functionality can be divided into several different types, this
paper mainly presents three basic connectors: direct connector, data process connector,
switch connector.
A direct connector connects a component to other components through a provide
interface and a require interface directly without any other process. A data process
connector connects a component to other components through a provide interface and a
require interface, which provides simple data process such as field-format conversion,
simple data operation, etc.
A switch connector connects a list of components to a specified component in order to
realize the interaction between multiple components. Logically, switch connector can be
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seen as a switch-case multi-branch open expression. One side of the switch connector has
an interface of one component, called O-side. The other side has multiple alternative
interfaces of multiple components, called M-side, where switch connector select one of a
plurality of interfaces to interact.
Direct connectors and data process connectors are used to implement static binding and
switch connectors are used to implement compile-time and run-time binding.
Define 3 (Connector). An connector
is defined as a 5tuple
, where

: the identification of a connector.

: the connector type ,which can be Direct, Data_processor Switch.

:a set of the provide interfaces of those components connected by this connector,
and
.

:a set of the require interfaces of those components connected by this connector,
and
.
 : a processing element of the connector. For example, data process connector
depends on PE to accomplish data conversion and other processing work.
In ECM, basic authentication model validation can be detected by relying on the
following rules.
Rule 1 (Interface quantity of connector). Let A is a connector. If the type of A is
Direct or Data process, A will have one and only one provide interface and one and only
one require interface. Otherwise, if the type of A is Switch, then it will have one provide
interface and at least two require interfaces or at least two provide interface and one
require interface. This rule is formally defined as:

=
=1.


Rule 2 (PE Existence of Connector). Let a be a connector. If type of a is Direct,
then its PE must not exist. Otherwise, if type of a isData_process, then its PE must exist.
This rule is formally defined as:

.

.
Rule 3 (Interface connection protocol). A connection cannot be established
between a provide interface and a require interface from a same component. Let a be a
connector of ECM, Let A be a component of ECM,
. This rule is
formally defined as:

In ECM, There are three categories of component property: metadata property,
trustiness property, and system property. Metadata property shows the most basic attribute
of component, such as component Id and component name or sample component
description information. Trustiness property reflects some aspect of the credibility of the
components, including the function property and non-function property: Function
properties describe the services provided by the component, or the reactions made by the
component in a particular input or in a particular scene.
Non-functional properties are some of the constraints on the functional properties of
the component, the whole nature of component or component development process, such
as performance, reusability, maintainability, security and reliability, etc.
System properties are the hardware information associated with the component. In
whole ECM, using technical drawings (i.e., certain established standards and principles
drawn diagram of hardware components) to describe the system properties, what will help
facilitate developers to learn more about the physical structure of the ECM.
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Define 4 (Component Property). An property bundles
of a component X is
defined as a 3-tuple
, where,
 : the identification of X.

: a set of the metadata property of X.

: a set of the trustiness property of X, where is a set of the function
property of X, and
is a set of the non-function property of X.
: a set of the system property of X.
If a component X contains n subcomponents (n>=1): X1,X2, . . . Xn, then its properties
will depend to some extent on its internal sub-components’ properties. Here to show such
a relationship represented by an n-expression, namely:

The above expression is a generalization. The relationship between components may be
a simple sum, may be exponential changes and even may be not exit. For a particular
property, expression needs specific analysis based on specific conditions.
2.2. Component Operations
A problem in component-based development is often encountered that the existing
component cannot meet the requirements of users, which often influences user efficiently
component reuse. This is mainly because a single component cannot meet all the
requirements of users and it need be solved by the component combination. By
understanding the component combination of an operation that is a new idea and
extending the calculus in algebraic process, a variety of component operations are
defined, such as components add, delete, and connect operation by using domain theory,
which can achieve effective reuse components. Based on formal semantics, component
combination which is proposed in this paper is feasible and effective both theoretically
and practically.
Define 5(Dot operation). Dot operation extracts parts of component. For example, let
A is a component in the domain Dom(U) andirA is an interface of A, then irAcan be
expressed as A.irA .
Define 6 (Equality relation of components). For any two components A, B in the
domain Dom(U) are equal if and only if
and
,denoted by A ⇔ B, where ” ⇔
” a meta logical symbol representing the logical equivalence.
Define 7(Direct connection operation). Let A, B be the components in the
domain Dom(U)
,. The process that connecting interface
,
through a direct connector, called a direct connection operation between the A and
B, denoted by
, where, d is the shorthand for direct, and brackets contains
two parameters are a provide interface and a require interface of the direct connector
. This process generates a direct connector,
.
When
,
can be seen as a whole .Then
component, denoted by AΔB, and satisfies the following properties:

is still a

Define 8 (Date Process connection operation). Let A, B be the components in
the domain Dom(U),
. The process that connecting interface
,
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through a date process connector, called a direct connection operation between
the A and B, denoted by
, where, p is the shorthand for date_process, and
brackets contains two parameters are a provide interface and a require inte rface of
the direct connector.
This
process
generates
a
direct
connector,
.
When
denoted by

,
can be seen as a whole .Then
, and satisfies the following properties:

is still a component,

Define 9(Switch connection operation). Let A, B 1,……,Bnbe the components in
the domain Dom(U),
. The process that connecting
interface
, irB 1……irB nthrough a switch connector, called a switch connection
operation between the A and B 1,……,B n , denoted by
, where,
s is the shorthand for switch, and brackets contains n +1 parameters are the
interfaces of the switch connector . This process generates a switch
connector,
.
When

,

can be seen as a whole. Then

is still a component, denoted by

, and satisfies the

following properties:

Define 10(Add operation). Let A, B be the components in the domain Dom(U).
Add operation is defined as the process adding B into A as a subcomponent, denoted
as
After executing
,
component A can be expressed
as
, and satisfies the following properties:
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After adding the component B into component A, the interfaces set of A remain
unchanged, and the connectors set of A will not change unless direct operation, data
process operation and switch operation (hereinafter collectively referred to as connect
operations). But due to the addition of B, the property set of A may be changed.
(Delete operation). Let A, B be the components in the domain Dom(U) and
. Let
be a set of connectors which have the interface of component B, and
.
Delete operation is defined as the process deleting B from A anddeleting
from
at
the same time, denoted as
. After executing
, component A can be expressed
as
and satisfies the following properties:

After deleting the component B from component A, the interfaces set of A remain
unchanged, and the connectors, which contains the interfaces of componen t B, are
removed from the connector set of A. Similarly, due to the “disappearance” of B,
the property set of A may be changed.
Add operation and delete operation show that after adding a component into another
component or deleting a component from another component, only its external visible the
set of interfaces unchanged, other parts are changed accordingly.
2.3. Hierarchy of ECM
One of the most important goals of ECM design is components with high cohesion
components and loose coupling. Then using component operations to assemble more
complex, and higher level of abstraction of new components and ultimately form a
complete embedded system. This embedded component model consists of three levels of
components: atomic component, compound component and system.
Define 11(Atomic component). Atomic components are the components that exist
solely to present, rather than to contain other components, denoted by X_Atom. X_Atom
is formally defined as:

Atomic component can exist independently, or as a subcomponent included in other
components. In ECM, there is a special case of atomic component which has one and only
one provide interface, no any property nor internal structure, such atomic component does
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not depend on other components to achieve one or more functions, called atomic
implementation component, denoted by X_ImpleAtom. X_ImpleAtom is formally defined
as:
 X_

..

Define 12 (Compound component). A compound component is built by assembling
the existing components which may be atomic components and other compound
component, denoted by X_Comp. X_Comp is formally defined as:

The subcomponents of compound component are not visible from outside. Each
contained component has a type name–for example, PressureControllerand an instance
name–for example, pressurecon. Between compound component and its subcomponents
is a containment relationship, which is defined by the mapping among their interfaces. All
require interfaces of a compound component can interact with a provide interface of other
components, and each provide interface of a compound component can interact with zero
or more require interfaces of other components. Types of interactive interface must be
matched. It is important to note that when the compound component interacts with its
subcomponents, the interface type of the compound component must be used as the
opposite type. For example, Let A is the component and irA is a provide interface of A
(irA.IType = provide). When A interacts with its subcomponents through irA, irA must be
used as a require interface. This type of invisible transformation can guarantee the
correctness of the whole ECM interaction.
All the definition of components in ECM will be stored in a global component
repository, where each component has a globally unique name, used in component
descriptions, in order to achieve effective management of components. Our component
repository is flat which contains both atomic and compound component. Moreover, both
components and connectors can be nested to form hierarchies; a higher-level component
can be composed of several mutually interconnected and cooperative subcomponents.
According to the requirements of an embedded system, by executing finite number
component operations among atomic components and compound components, a complete
and well-structured ECM for the embedded systems can be established. Here, introduces
the system initialization problem in ECM. In order to avoid unnecessary and duplicate
initialization, the concept of faceted-oriented is introduced to handle system initialization
problem. Design an atomic implementation component to complete the initialization of
the whole system, regarded as an initialization facet. In order to maintain the overall
hierarchy of ECM and facilitate the user to understand, we make some adjustments in the
ECM graphical representation that the initialization interface of a subcomponent is
connected to the initialization interface of its compound component to represent their
initialization.
A complete embedded system formed by a large number of components assembled
together through component operations.
Define 13(System). Let U be a domain:
(Closure) Component instance is an integral element of the embedded system.
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 (Extensibility) If new components satisfy the certain conditions, their instances can
be added to the system by component operations.
(Hierarchy) The result of the components operations is still a component and
component instances execute finite number component operations to establish the
embedded system.
Embedded Systems is denoted by ES = ⟨C, O⟩, where C is the set of components in the
domain Dom(U), O represents the set of component operations in the domain Dom(U)
among component instances of the components in C, any operation expressed by , such
as
.

3. Platform and a Case Study
The ECM proposed in this paper have been designed and implemented in a component
platform, Domain-oriented &Trusted Embedded Software Development (DTSED), which
is able to design and reuse components, build multiple embedded systems families,
produce many high-value assets such as component repository.
DTSED component production toolkit based on Eclipse GEF framework and platform
adopted industry and academia widely to support the design, development and assembly
of interfaces, connectors, and components, and provides a friendly graphical interface,
code generation and editing (the compiler related to the implementation language, such as
C compiler), components test, components storage management and components
monitoring toolkit.
So far, DTSED component production toolkit platform has been successfully applied in
Hunan Micome Medical Co., Ltd.’s ventilator product line. We use a noninvasive
ventilator product (ST-30C) to demonstrate the usage of the ECM. Due to the entire ECM
of Noninvasive Ventilator is too large, the noninvasive ventilator Continuous Positive
Airway Pressure embedded component model (CPAPECM) fragments is chose to explain
how the ECM can be used (Figure 1). CPAPECM is clinically mainly used in the
treatment of sleep apnea syndrome (SAS) and related diseases. In this statement that we
use an instance of components selected from component repository to construct
CPAPECM. Each component can be instantiated as multiple instances, such as in Figure
1, create an instance cpap of the CPAP component selected from component repository,
and then use this instance to construct the model.

Figure 1. Noninvasive Ventilator Continuous Positive Airway Pressure
Embedded Component Model (Cpapecm) Fragment
As shown in Figure 1, CPAPECM mainly contains four parts, they are an instance of
CPAP component cpap, an instance of PressureSensorDriver component pressuresendri,
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an instance of FlowSensorDriver component flowsendri and an instance of MotorDriver
component motordri. CPAP component is a compound component, primarily responsible
for achieving noninvasive ventilator treatment in CPAP mode. PressureSensorDriver
component is an atomic component,primarily responsible for converting an electrical
signal intoa pressure output. FlowSensorDriver component is an atomiccomponent,
primarily responsible for converting an electricalsignal into a flow output. MotorDriver
component also isa compound component, mainly responsible for controllingthe speed
according to the target pressure and the real-timepressure.
What’s more, there is a technical drawings fragment of system environment, which
shows the interaction within the system environment and the interaction between
components and external system environment under CPAP mode. System environment
impacts the system properties of components.
Here is how to use CPAP component as an example to describe the way component
assembled. CPAP component is the core part of CPAPECM, it contains six
subcomponents: an instance of CalculateParameters component calculateparas, used to
parameter control; an instance of ProcessController component processcon, used to
process control; an instance of PressureController component pressurecon, used to
pressure control; an instance of Ramp component ramp, used to crawl control; an instance
of Cycle component cycle, used to revocation control; an instance of Trigger component
trigger, used to trigger control. The process of the construction of the CPAP component
can use the following algebraic representation.
Known: CPAP component, CalculateParameter component (abbreviated CalParas),
ProcessController component (abbreviated ProCon), PressureController component
(abbreviated PreCon), Ramp component, Cycle component and Trigger component are
components in the domain Dom(U). Formal representation of each component is as
follows:




.


,
.

,


,
,



.
,
.
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.

According to the component operations as executed herein, the assembly process of
CPAP component including six can be represented by such expressions:
1)
.

.
2)

.
Expression (1) describes the operations that add Calculate Parameter, Process
Controller, Pressurecon, Ramp, Cycle, Trigger to CPAP component.
Expression (2) describes the component operations between the subcomponents of
CPAP component, which produce two direct connectors, a data process connector and a
switch connector, such as,
.
Expression (3) describes the component operations between CPAP component and its
subcomponents (the interface type of the CPAP component must be used as the opposite
type, as shown in the Section 3 compound component part), which produce four direct
connectors, such as,

After a series of components operations above, here is the complete CPAP component.
The above 9 connectors generated by expressions (2) and (3) composed C n C P A P . So,
, where,


,



,



,
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Under CPAP model, the most important characteristic of CPAP component is the
constant pressure output, and the value of this pressure changes in a certain range, called
p_pressurerange (
). It is determined by p_pressurerange’, the
pressure range of its subcomponent, Calculate Parameter(
).In
'
this
case,
ranges
from
4cmH2O
to
25cmH2O
p _ p re ssu re ra n g e
(p_pressurerange’[4cmH2O, 25cmH2O]),so the p_pressurerangerange of CPAP
component also range from 4cmH2O to 25cmH2O (p_pressurerange [4cmH2O,
25cmH2O]).
Through expression (1) ∼ (3), we can clearly get CPAP component assembly process.
When using DTSED component production toolkit to design ECM, the tool automatically
executes the model validation according to Rule 1 to 3, to ensure the correctness and
reasonableness of the ECM. On this platform, we can complete a series of work such as
component design, component testing, and components storage, thus forming a large
number of valuable reusable assets.
Hunan Micome Medical Co., Ltd. initiated DTSED Component Production Toolkit to
install a software product line of Ventilator, which formed a component repository much
103 components to achieve the effective management and reuse of a large components,
guided the development of the production of a variety of ventilator. The ECM approach
yields a reuse rate of about 50% for new products. About 40% of the application
components are based on slightly modified core assets and only 20% require writing new
code. The reuse of the core components leads to significant business advantages.
Compared with the development of earlier products, the development of new firmware
takes only 50% of the staff resources. In spite of the reduction of staff, the development
takes only 38% of the time. This productivity improvement goes hand in hand with a
qualitative advancement. The ECM approach leads to 66% fewer defects compared with
earlier products.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents a clear semantics embedded component model (ECM) intended to
be used in embedded systems, including formal definition of component, interface,
connector, component property, component combination and model hierarchy, which can
provide theoretical support for embedded system design and development. There are three
important points of the above study: use scalable connectors to achieve components
communication, include hardware information into the scope of component property and
explain component combinations as the implement of the component operations. The
ECM presented in this paper not only enhances the ability to describe component model,
but also improves the corresponding component management and application to a higher
level of abstraction and reuse. Therefore, the ECM provides a consistent basis for the
development of components-based embedded systems. Finally, DTSED component
production toolkit is presented as component modeling support platform that follows the
ECM and implements the execution environment for the components.
Interesting works still remains to be done. In the future, we will focus on constructing
traceability between ECM and feature model for software product line engineering.
Applying this ECM to dynamic software product line also is the important content of the
next step of work.
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